Nature Of Opinion

I could not find the Docket Number pertaining to APS's request for a rate increase to solar customers for access to the electric grid. This is very unfair, for we are supplying free energy to the electric grid that very one is benefiting from and helping to keep the energy cost of generation down. And now that there are no more rolling blackouts in the peak of summer the utility should be thankful. We do pay our fair share for access to the grid. About a decade ago APS was advocating for home owners to go Solar to help keep generation cost down. Now that home owners have done this we are being punished by having to pay a grid access fee. The utilities should be thanking us because we became cogeneration partners, we are not the enemy we are helping keeping the environment cleaner and not contributing to global warming. The problem is that APS's revenues have decreased in the past few years and now they are trying to make up the loss by penalizing Solar customers.